This article describes the Software-Engineering Process Simulation (SEPS) model developed at JPL. SEPS is a dynamic simulation model of the software project-development process. It uses the feedback principles of system dynamics to simulate the dynamic interactions among various software life-cycle development activities and management decision-making processes. The model is designed to be a planning tool to examine trade-offs of cost, schedule, and functionality, and to test the implications of different managerial policies on a project’s outcome. Furthermore, SEPS will enable software managers to gain a better understanding of the dynamics of software project development and perform postmortem assessments.

1. Introduction

The development and maintenance of software systems is a growing business; it has been estimated that U.S. expenditures for software development and maintenance were $70 billion [14]. This figure is projected to grow to more than $255 billion in 1995 [11], which accounts for 90 percent of total system expenditures [19]. However, the growth of the software industry has its downside. The record indicates that the development of software systems has been plagued by cost overruns, late deliveries, and dissatisfied customers [20,36,45,47,52]. These pervasive problems continue despite the significant software-engineering advances that have been made since the 1970s. There is a growing realization that most of these advanced technologies focus too much on solving the technical problems of software production and not enough on the managerial aspect of software project development [29,34,41].

In recent years, the management component has finally gained recognition as an area that is at the core
of both the problems, as well as the solutions for software crises [12,21,53]. For example, the defense-science board task-force investigation, led by Professor Frederick Brooks, concluded that the problems with military software development were not technical but managerial. The report urges not to apply technical fixes to what are management problems [15]. Furthermore, Dr. Richard F. Merwin, a guest editor for a special issue of IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering devoted to project management, pointed out that “Programming disciplines such as top-down design, use of standardized high-level programming languages, and program library support systems all contributed to production of reliable software on time, within budget . . . . What is still missing is the overall management fabric which allows the senior project manager to understand and lead major data processing development efforts.” [34] And lastly, Abdel-Hamid notes, “Recently, it has become more and more evident that in software, product innovation is no longer the primary bottleneck to progress. The bottleneck is project management innovation.” [3]

Thus, there is a growing belief that to minimize failures, good software-engineering practices are essential, but at the same time, there is a strong need to improve and advance existing software-management technology. Consequently, this has motivated the authors to develop a new software management technology—the Software Engineering and Management Process Simulation (SEPS) model, a software project-management tool.

The remainder of this section discusses software-management tools, the approaches used in existing tools, and a comparison of these tools with those of the SEPS model.

A. State of the Art

A number of different techniques and tools have been developed to aid software-development planning. There are cost-estimation and Critical Path Method/Program Evaluation and Review Techniques (CPM/PERT) models that support resource-management functions [9,13,42,49] and models for process-management functions [27,37,39,54]. Each of these models has strengths and limitations. The strength of process models and CPM systems is their ability to model in great detail the activities within the software-development process. Their weaknesses include the inability to account for managerial decision making (such as a preference to hire versus reschedule) and the lack of feedback, among activities, that underlie software-development dynamics.

Cost-estimation models produce initial estimates that are essential for project start-up planning. These cost models, nevertheless, are limited. Most are static models (cost parameters are time-independent) designed to provide point estimates. They fail to capture management decision-making dynamics and their impact on project behavior. Furthermore, they are not well suited for real-time estimation adjustments once a project starts.

In summary, the existing management tools tend to focus on the software artifact and its transformation processes but fail to model the managerial and dynamic aspects that are at the core of software project-development.

B. SEPS Overview

SEPS is being developed to address the above weaknesses, specifically, it integrates technological aspects of software production with the managerial aspects. SEPS was designed so that it could be used to conduct trade-offs (on an ongoing basis) with regard to project cost, schedule, and functionality, and also would allow management to evaluate the implications of different managerial policies on a project’s outcome. In addition, the authors sought to develop a model that would provide insight into the dynamics of the software-development process, since without a fundamental understanding of that process, the likelihood of any significant gains in software management is questionable [10,24,32].

To achieve that objective, the authors took a unique approach to developing SEPS that embodies: (1) dynamic feedback modeling, (2) an integrated view of the software project-development process, and (3) the use of simulation. The approach is articulated in more detail in [2]. The significance of these properties is summarized in the following paragraphs.

1. Dynamic Feedback Modeling. At the heart of the SEPS modeling task is the principle of dynamic feedback. The advantage of using dynamic feedback was described by Ondash, Maloney, and Huerta [40]. “A unique feature of dynamic project models not offered by network-planning methodologies is the ability to calculate the ripple (secondary) effects on project cost and schedule due to changing requirements. These changes might include changing government regulations . . . [or] work force availability. Ripple effects occur in labor productivity, unanticipated schedule slack and float time . . . . These processes can only be modeled by using dynamic modeling with explicitly represented feedback mechanisms. In this respect, dynamic project models complement the static . . . mod-
els by providing the capability to readily perform sensitivity analyses of likely perturbations and their consequential ripple effects.

2. An Integrated View. Not only does SEPS encapsulate and simulate the dynamic interactions among various software life-cycle engineering activities (e.g., design, rework, inspection), but also it illustrates the influential relationships among management functions (planning, controlling, monitoring) and engineering activities (see Fig. 1). Only the integration of both engineering and management aspects allows one to examine the effectiveness of an intended management decision on overall project performance [2,31].

3. Simulation. Simulation is a powerful technique used to handle the complexity of the model (hundreds of dynamic variables and causal linkages). The use of simulation enables managers to assess quickly and safely the implications of an intended policy before it is implemented. Also, users can easily conduct controlled postmortem experiments to develop new insights into a project.

In summary, employing a feedback-modeling technique allows one to capture the dynamic ripple effect that characterizes software project development, and the integrated approach enforces an explicit description and enhances the understanding of the interrelationships among engineering activities and managerial decisions. Finally, the use of simulation helps to reduce uncertainties and risks associated with a policy and provides support for ongoing project replanning.

Section II provides a summary of the process used to develop SEPS and its overall model structure. A detailed description of a submodel structure and some of its mathematical formulations are also discussed.

II. SEPS Model Development

The SEPS feedback structure was created by a rigorous process that included three critical development steps: field interviews, literature review, and peer/expert review. The first step was to conduct a series of interviews with various software managers and engineers. Their views and hands-on experiences of how software systems are produced were used to develop SEPS’s core feedback structure. The information gathered included management and engineering practices, strategies, activity interactions, and the influential relationships among managerial decisions and development activities. After this information was incorporated into the model structure, a literature review was performed. The literature review provided the following benefits:

1. It verified the feedback structure by checking the structure obtained from field interviews with observations from the open literature.
2. It supplemented knowledge in areas that are closely related to software development (such as management control, psychology, and organization behavior), and therefore enabled the authors to enhance the overall model structure [2].

At the end of the literature-review step, a fairly comprehensive and integrated software project-development model was produced. This model was then subjected to iterative review and critique by experts (from JPL and other NASA centers) in the areas of modeling and simulation, software project management, and software engineering. The review process produced a model structure that closely mimics the software project-development process.

The following sections present an overview of the SEPS model feedback structure. Included in the discussion are examples of mathematical formulations used in the model.

A. SEPS Structure Overview

The SEPS model consists of the following four submodels: Production, Staff/Effort, Scheduling, and Budget. Each subsystem represents one part of the software project-development process and is linked to the others by a management-decision network. Together, these components represent an integrated view of the dynamics of the software project-development process. Figure 2 depicts a high-level view of the relationships among the four submodels.

The Production submodel captures the various software production activities, their dependencies and interrelationships, and the functions that determine work progress. The Staff/Effort submodel simulates the functions that determine required work-force levels and mimics the flow of personnel resources. The Scheduling submodel encapsulates the functions that determine the time to complete a task and forecasts a completion time for each software life-cycle phase. The Budget submodel calculates expenditures and accumulated costs.

The decision-making characteristics in SEPS are derived from the dynamic feedback of information among the planning (e.g., for resources), monitoring (e.g., for product development), and controlling (e.g., the development process) functions. Also, since SEPS encompasses each
life-cycle phase, the structure shown in Fig. 2 exists within each phase.

Figure 3 illustrates a second level of abstraction for the interrelationships among the various components within each submodel. This figure shows how the submodels interrelate through a set of information-feedback links.

It is beyond the scope of this article to discuss in detail the entire SEPS model structure. Instead, the next section provides examples of the feedback structure of the variables included in the Production submodel and the relationships of these variables to other submodels. The relationships among variables are described by mathematical formulations.

B. SEPS Feedback Structure: An Example

The Production submodel starts with a number of tasks (input parameter) to be developed. The number of tasks uncompleted is normally depleted through the software-production rate. However, as a project continues to develop, its scope is frequently altered. The changes can be attributed to various sources, such as the discovery of new tasks when requirements are better defined, or descoping tasks due to schedule or budget overruns. This relationship is illustrated in the upper left-hand quarter of Fig. 3.

Let $W(t)$ denote the number of tasks to be developed at any time $t$ (i.e., the backlog of work). Furthermore, let $P(t - dt, t)$, $R(t - dt, t)$ and $N(t - dt, t)$ denote the team production rate (during time interval $t - dt, t$), task descoping rate, and new task discovery rate, respectively. There exists a relationship such that

$$W(1) = W(t - dt) + dt[N(t - dt, t) - P(t - dt, t) - R(t - dt, t)]$$

where $dt$ is the time-increment interval. To simplify the discussion, the authors treat $R(t - dt, t)$ and $N(t - dt, t)$ as exogenous variables that mimic management decisions based on information generated from other parts of the system (as shown in Fig. 3). These parameters can be expressed as a pulse function or a time-tagged table function. The team production rate is defined as $P(t - dt, t)$, which is a function of staff size, $S(t)$; average productivity rate, $P_n(t)$; intercommunication-overhead factor, $C(t)$; learning factor, $L(t)$; and work-intensity factor, $F(t)$. The team production rate takes the form

$$P(t - dt, t) = \left[\sum S_i(t)\right] \cdot P_n(t) \cdot C(t) \cdot L(t) \cdot F(t)$$

where each $S_i(t)$ is the number of full-time equivalent staff of type $i$ that is allocated for production at time $t$. In the model, staff is classified by their origins and experience levels. This results in four distinct groups of $S_i$: in-house senior staff, in-house junior staff, newly hired senior staff, and newly hired junior staff. $S_i(t)$ is modeled in the Staff submodel as

$$S_i(t) = S_i(t - dt) + dt[A_i(t - dt, t) - T_i(t - dt, t) - X_i(t - dt, t)]$$

where $A_i(t - dt, t)$ is the staff-assignment rate, $T_i(t - dt, t)$ is the staff-release rate, and $X_i(t - dt, t)$ is staff-assimilation rate.

The weighted average productivity rate, $P_n(t)$ is defined as

$$P_n(t) = \frac{\sum(S_i(t) \cdot P_i)}{\Sigma S_i(t)}$$

where each $P_i$ is the nominal (unencumbered) individual staff-productivity rate for staff type $i$. Here the authors encapsulate within $P_i$ (a constant for each staff type) those productivity determinants cited by Boehm [13]. The reason for using static nominal productivity is based on the observation that even though productivity determinants vary from organization to organization, and from project to project within an organization, they remain constant within a single project [2].

There are three productivity determinants that exhibit dynamic characteristics during project development and, therefore, their effects on productivity are modeled explicitly. The determinants are the intercommunication overhead factor, $C(t)$; the learning factor, $L(t)$; and the actual fraction of time an individual spends on a project, or work-intensity factor, $F(t)$.

The intercommunication overhead factor, $C(t)$, is cited by many software researchers and practitioners as a significant productivity determinant [2]. It is generally agreed that increases in staff level for a project could have a negative effect on team productivity [2,16,48,55]. The reason for this behavior is that adding staff to a project creates...
additional communication overhead, such as verbal communication, documentation, and interfaces, all of which cause each team member's productivity to drop below his or her normal rate. In Tausworthe's work on intercommunication overhead [50], he points out that the team productivity rate is affected by the intercommunication overhead factor, \( C(t) \), such that

\[
C(t) = [1 - t(S)]
\]

where \( t(S) \) is the relative productivity loss due to intercommunication among staff and is a function of staff size \( S \). In the SEPS model, \( t(S) \) is derived from the data gathered from field interviews and the open literature [2], and it is defined as

\[
t(S) = 1 - [1.03 \exp(-0.02S)]
\]

and, therefore,

\[
C(t) = 1.03 \exp(-0.02S) \]  (5)

The learning factor, \( L(t) \), can again be modeled by a time-tagged table function in which the independent variable is the percentage of work completed. The parametric value of \( L(t) \) shown in Fig. 5 has an S-shaped curve, as suggested by several authors [8,17,53].

Finally, the authors define \( F(t) \) as the work intensity, or the actual fraction of time an individual spends working on a project. In his doctoral work at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Professor Abdel-Hamid conducted extensive research in this area. His review of the literature [4,5,6,25,30,33], combined with field interviews (5 organizations), led him to conclude that in the absence of schedule pressure, a person devotes, on average, 60 percent of his or her time working on project-related tasks. The remaining “slack time” is consumed by miscellaneous activities not directly related to the project, such as conferences, personal telephone calls, coffee breaks, and so on [2]. However, the effective work fraction fluctuates throughout a project. It would decrease even more if a project were behind schedule (negative schedule pressure), or increase, potentially up to 100 percent [13], if a project were ahead of schedule. Since it is known that \( F(t) \) can fluctuate dynamically throughout a project's development, one can express it as a state variable

\[
F(t) = g(t) + [F(0) - g(t)] \exp(-t/T) \]  (6)

or

\[
F(t) = F(0) \left[ 1 + z(t) \left[ 1 - \exp(-t/T) \right] \right]
\]

where \( F(0) \) is the initial value of \( F(t) \) (e.g., 0.6), and \( T \) is the constant time required to realize the need to adjust work intensity. The desired fraction of daily work hours at time \( t \) is denoted by \( g(t) \) and is expressed as

\[
g(t) = \left( 1 + z(t) \right) \times F(0)
\]

where \( z(t) \) is the fractional increase or decrease of effective work time, based on schedule pressure, from the initial fraction (i.e., 0.6).

Errors are made during the software development process; this characteristic is defined in SEPS as the error-generation rate. These human errors produce defects in products that remain undetected until product quality-assurance (QA) activities occur (e.g., formal inspections, design/code walk-throughs, and peer reviews). The QA effort will discover some defective products, but others will escape detection. These undetected faulty products will further affect the quality of subsequent products. This phenomenon is called the error-explosion factor. Let \( E(t - dt, t) \) denote the error-generation rate, defined as

\[
E(t - dt, t) = [P(t - dt, t) * N(t) * Y(t) * M(t)]
+ [P(t - dt, t) * U(t) * Z] \]  (7)

The first part of the right-hand side of Eq. (7) indicates that the defects are generated proportionally to the team production rate, \( P(t - dt, t) \). This is defined by the relationship between \( N(t) \), the nominal number of defects committed per unit of work (e.g., source line of instruction), and the dynamic factors \( Y(t) \) and \( M(t) \), where \( Y(t) \) is the schedule pressure factor and \( M(t) \) is the work-force mix factor. \( N(t) \) can be modeled through a table function in which the independent variable is the percentage of work completed for a given task, as shown in Fig. 6. The range of \( N(t) \) parameter values is based on the empirical evidence gathered by Boehm [13]; Jones [26]; and Thayer, Lipow, and Nelson [51]; however, these values are project dependent and can be calibrated accordingly. Notice that \( N(t) \) is a nominal value, which means that a
certain number of errors will be created even though a project is right on track (e.g., no schedule slippage or unplanned workforce fluctuation). However, many software projects do experience some sort of schedule pressure (also known as schedule crunch) during their development life cycle. Schedule pressure has been found to cause an increase in the number of errors generated [1,4,5,35,43,44]. Hence, SEPS captures this phenomenon with variable \( Y(t) \) as the error-generation modifier due to schedule pressure, and its parametric value is shown in Fig. 7.

Finally, \( M(t) \), the workforce-mix factor, is the last modifier of the first part of the right-hand side of Eq. (7). When a project is facing a schedule crunch, management is often inclined to add staff to get the project back on track. Even though it would be desirable to add experienced in-house staff (e.g., a tiger team), these people may not be available. In such a case, management must find less-experienced in-house personnel or hire staff from outside the organization. In either approach, there would be an impact on both productivity and error generation (increase) [18,38]. SEPS introduces \( M(t) \) to capture the dynamic changes in the workforce-mix ratio (e.g., experienced versus inexperienced staff) and its impact on the error-generation rate. The parametric value of \( M(t) \) is shown in Fig. 8 (derived from data gathered by Albrecht [5], Artzer, and Neidrauer [7]).

Thus far, error generation has been addressed with the assumption that the previous life-cycle-phase output product used to create the current-phase product is flawless. Of course, this is often not the case. One must therefore consider the existence of undiscovered defects from previous life-cycle phases that create additional defects downstream. The second part of the right-hand side of Eq. (7) is designed to model this characteristic. The behavior is modeled by saying that during production, additional defects are created due to the density of previously undetected defects, \( U(t) \), with an explosion factor, or latency, \( Z \). \( U(t) \) is defined as

\[
U(t) = \frac{(\text{Undiscovered defects from previous phase})}{\int (P(t - dt, t) \text{dt from previous phase})} 
\]

and the latency factor \( Z \) accounts for the fact that, for example, one design error will explode into five coding errors. Another way to express this behavior is that it will require more effort (often substantially more) to fix an error that was not discovered in a previous phase. In SEPS, the \( Z \)’s are constants (since SEPS is a life-cycle model, \( Z \) is allowed to have a distinct constant for each life-cycle phase). The constant values of \( Z \) used in SEPS are based on the empirical study conducted by Kelly and Sherif [28]. In that study, the researchers found that the explosion factor for developing ground software using Ada and/or C is about 15, from requirements analysis to coding. For flight software, the explosion factor from requirements analysis to coding is about 25.

Finally, a look at the error-detection rate completes the discussion of the Production submodel. As noted earlier, defective products remain undiscovered until QA activities occur. The causal loop structure for the error-detection rate, \( D(t) \), shown in Fig. 3, is illustrated in Fig. 4. Specifically, the error-detection rate is a function of the product-inspection rate, \( I(t - dt, t) \); the error density, \( \delta(t) \); and the inspection efficiency factor, \( \lambda(t) \). This relationship is defined as

\[
D(t - dt, t) = I(t - dt, t) \cdot \delta(t) \cdot \lambda(t) 
\]

and

\[
I(t - dt, t) = -\frac{dW(t)}{dt} 
\]

where \( W(t) \) denotes work units that have been developed and are ready for inspection, and

\[
\delta(t) = \frac{PD(t)}{w(t)} 
\]

where \( PD \) indicates the level of potential detectable faulty products and is defined as

\[
PD(t) = PD(t - dt) + dt[E(t - dt, t) - I(t - dt, t) \cdot \delta(t)]
\]

Empirical studies suggest that the effectiveness of detecting faulty products has a strong correlation to the level of QA effort allocated and the amount of products to be inspected in a given period of time (this correlation exists regardless of the QA technique used). The parametric values used in SEPS to describe \( \lambda(t) \) correspond with these studies and are shown in Fig. 9. The behavior exhibited in Fig. 9 indicates that the efficiency indicators correspond to the dependent variable \( J(t) \), the units of work that are being inspected per staff hour (or week), as defined by
\[ J(t) = \frac{I(t - dt, t)}{S_q(t)} \]  

where \( S_q(t) \) is the actual level of staff allocated to QA, and is computed in the Effort/Staff submodel. Basically, \( S_q(t) \) is derived from the planned fraction of effort allocated for QA, a management-decision input parameter, with schedule pressure and training factors impacting the planned QA effort fraction.

So far, the SEPS model has been reviewed, and its development and feedback structure has been explained. In Section III, the validity of SEPS is demonstrated by reviewing its behavior when subjected to sensitivity analysis, and comparing it with the actual characteristics of a real project.

### III. Validation of the SEPS Model

A battery of validation tests designed to evaluate the SEPS model is being carried out in two separate phases. Phase-1 validation tests were conducted in FY'91, and phase-2 validation tests will be performed during FY'92. Tests conducted in phase 1 included sensitivity analysis and historical project comparison. Sensitivity tests are used to check how sensitive the model is to perturbations over a range of input parameters, whereas historical project-comparison tests validate how precisely the model replicates historical projects. The results of phase-1 tests are presented in the following sections.

#### A. Sensitivity Analysis Tests

To conduct this test, the authors created a hypothetical software project where the project size is 128,000 source lines of code (sloc). The initial effort estimate was 1621 work-weeks with 95 weeks of project duration and an average staff size of approximately 18 people.

Sensitivity analysis tests over nine SEPS input parameters were performed. The input parameters are:

1. Staff experience level.
2. Project size.
4. Quality-assurance effort.
5. Initial staff size.
6. Staff-size limit.
7. Initial estimated effort.
8. Error-generation rate.

(9) Annual turnover rate.

The graphical results of the sensitivity tests are shown in Figs. 10–18. The data were normalized for ease of demonstration of the results. A brief description of each test follows

1. **Staff Experience Level.** A project normally consists of people with mixed experience levels; in this experiment the software engineers are grouped into two categories: experienced and inexperienced staff. To demonstrate the effect of average team skill on the project (in terms of experience), the percentage of experienced staff level was varied from 30 to 100 percent, with 80 percent as the base case. The results indicate that as the fraction of experienced staff increases, the total effort and completion time required to complete the project decreases; however, the impact on project completion time is less significant than it is on effort. This is due to the management pressure to finish the project on schedule. (See Fig. 10.)

2. **Project Size.** It is well publicized that there is a strong correlation between the size of a software project and the effort and schedule needed to complete a project. In this experiment the authors verified whether SEPS can produce such behavior by varying the project size from 76.8 ksloc to 192 with 128 ksloc, as the base case. The results show that as the project size increases, both the total effort and completion time increase. (See Fig. 11.)

3. **Initial Estimated Schedule (Compression/Relaxation).** Studies have demonstrated that the schedule estimated at the beginning of a project has a profound impact on the project’s outcome. To investigate the effect the authors gradually compressed the initial estimated schedule from the base case (95 weeks) down to 60 percent (58 weeks) and also relaxed it to 150 percent (142 weeks). The results show that as the initial estimated schedule is compressed, the total effort required increases and, on the other hand, as the estimated schedule is extended, the total effort required decreases slightly. (See Fig. 12.)

4. **Quality Assurance (QA) Effort.** In this experiment the authors studied the effect of the percentage of total effort allocated to the software QA activities on project outcomes. The percentage of the QA effort was varied from 5 percent to 45 percent, with 15 percent as the base case, and the results show that both total effort and completion time increase if the planned quality assurance effort is either too high or too low. (See Fig. 13.)

5. **Initial Staff Size.** The initial staff size is defined in this experiment as the number of people assigned at the
beginning of a project. By using the Constructive Cost Model (COCOMO) [11], an average staff size of 8 and peak staff size of 10 were obtained for the requirements-analysis phase. The authors started the experiment with 2 people and gradually increased the number to 10, with 8 as the base case. The results indicate that the initial requirements staff size is increased (up to the planned peak value for the requirements phase), both total effort and completion time decrease. (Keep in mind that the authors assume that the staff will continue to participate throughout project life-cycle development; see Fig. 14.)

6. Staff Size Limit. The workforce limit is defined as the maximum allowable peak staff size during project development. In this experiment, the authors first ran the model without a workforce cap. As a result, the staff level peaked at 25. Next, the authors varied the workforce limit from 10 to 25, with 20 as the base case. The experiment results demonstrate that as the staff size limit is decreased (due to a hiring freeze, for example), the project completion time is increased and the total effort is decreased; however, the drop in total effort is not significant. (See Fig. 15.)

7. Initial Estimated Effort. The initial estimated effort is defined as the total effort, estimated at the beginning of the project, required for developing a project. In this study the authors examined the effect of the initial estimated effort variation on the project’s final total effort and completion time. The results show that the project’s final total effort increases when the initial estimated effort is either severely underestimated or overestimated. The completion time tends to decrease as the initial estimated effort increases. (See Fig. 16.)

8. Error-Generation Rate. As explained in Section II, during the product-development phase, it is almost certain that errors will be generated. In this experiment certain error rates are assumed and their effects on the project outcome is examined. When the error rates were varied from 2 to 40, with 10 (errors per kloc) as the base case, the results show that the higher the error generation rate is, the higher the total effort and the longer the completion time. It is assumed that the planned allocated QA effort is a fixed function. (See Fig. 17.)

9. Annual Turnover Rate. It is a management nightmare to be confronted with a large staff-turnover rate. In this study the impact of varying staff annual turnover on project total effort and completion time is examined. The results show that a moderate increase in annual turnover rate causes an increase in completion time and no visible variation in total effort. A higher turnover rate causes both the total effort and completion time to increase. (See Fig. 18.)

B. Evaluation of Sensitivity-Analysis Tests

Sensitivity analysis involves determining how much the simulation output will vary with a small change in an input parameter. It is a tool used to characterize the unique features of the original model. In general, sensitivity analysis has four main uses: (1) assessing and interpreting the reasonableness of simulation, (2) experimental exploration of the model, (3) better allocation of resources for further data collection, and (4) promoting model simplification [46].

To evaluate the sensitivity-analysis tests, the authors relied on the experience of project managers and researchers at JPL and Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). Twenty-three staff members with an average of more than fifteen years experience in software management and/or costing evaluated the sensitivity-analysis tests. Their assessments of the comparative accuracy of the model output to real life are summarized in Table 1.

The stratified survey of 23 experienced managers and researchers at JPL and GSFC rated the behavior of the simulation model as reasonable 88 percent of the time, with a standard deviation of 0.02. A 95-percent confidence interval for the overall evaluation extends from 84 to 92 percent.

C. Historical Project Comparison

The sensitivity test is very effective in revealing abnormalities in the model-generated behavior, which in turn indicate possible problems with the model structure or mathematical equations. In essence, this test examines a model’s correctness. However, the test does not confirm a model’s accuracy in prediction. Another test was therefore conducted—a historical project case comparison—to validate the SEPS prediction capability.

The Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE) Attitude Ground Support System (AGSS) project at GSFC was chosen for the study as it maintained a detailed database and a well-documented report that describes the project-development history. The COBE/AGSS system was designed and implemented to support the COBE spacecraft mission, which began in July 1986 and was completed in August 1988. Its functional requirements include [23]:

1. Provide ground-attitude determination.
Monitor and verify attitude-control system (ACS) performance.

Provide attitude-sensor alignment and calibration.

Provide spacecraft attitude-control support.

Provide ACS prediction support.

Provide testing and simulation support.

Provide contact prediction support.

The project characteristics are summarized as follows (see [23] for a detailed description of the project):

(1) Estimated size: 94.1 kslc; actual size: 163.2 kslc.

(2) Estimated effort: 241 staff months; actual effort: 336 staff months.

(3) Estimated duration: 85 staff weeks; actual duration: 110 staff weeks.

(4) Language used: mostly Fortran, some Assembler.

(5) Incremental development process used: three implementation builds and two releases.

(6) Computer Science Corporation (CSC) was the contracting developer.


The COBE/AGSS life-cycle phases modeled by SEPS include:

(1) Requirements analysis.

(2) Preliminary design.

(3) Detailed design.

(4) Implementation:

   (a) Three developmental builds.

   (b) Three build integration/tests.

(5) System test.

The initial COBE/AGSS project estimates used as input parameters to SEPS include:

(1) Initial project size (94.1 kslc).

(2) Initial project effort (241 staff months).

(3) Planned life-cycle effort distribution [22].

(4) Initial schedule estimates for the life cycle modeled.

(5) Project-size growth estimate.

(6) Nominal error-generation rate.

There are approximately twenty other parameters (e.g., hiring delay, nominal staff productivity, nominal staff attrition) that are calibrated to the COBE/AGSS development environment.

The validation scheme is presented in Fig. 19. The SEPS-predicted versus COBE-actual project life-cycle staffing curve over time is shown in Fig. 20. The root mean squared error (RMSE) as a measure of accuracy between the predicted values of SEPS and actual values of COBE is 1.77 persons. Analysis of variance shows that on the average there is no significant difference between the values predicted by SEPS and actual project life-cycle staffing values of COBE at the level of significance of \( \alpha = 0.01 \). Figure 21 illustrates a comparison of the accumulated effort predicted by SEPS versus actual accumulated effort as a function of time. The RMSE measure of accuracy between the predicted values of SEPS and actual values of COBE is 13.6 person weeks. Analysis of variance shows that on the average there is no significant difference between the values predicted by SEPS and COBE's actual project-accumulated effort at the level of significance of \( \alpha = 0.01 \). Finally, the schedule comparisons for each life-cycle phase are given in Fig. 22. The RMSE measure of accuracy between the values predicted by SEPS and the actual values of COBE is 2 weeks. Analysis of variance shows that on the average there is no significant difference between the values predicted by SEPS and COBE's actual project schedule end date at the level of significance of \( \alpha = 0.01 \).

IV. Conclusions

The increasing awareness of the need to improve the quality of managerial software motivates the software industry to come up with better management techniques and tools.

This article briefly reviewed some existing tools and then focused on the SEPS model. SEPS was developed to support software project planning and prevent software project-development failures. The specific objectives of SEPS are to assist software managers in preproject contingency analyses and support project replanning (of cost and schedule, for example) during the development life cycle. In addition, SEPS provides a learning environment through simulation where the implications of different policies on a project can be studied, and insight can be gained into the causes of project dynamics.

Although more testing needs to be conducted, the findings from the sensitivity test—with a confidence rating of
88 percent from the evaluators, and the results from the COBE historical project comparison at the level of significance $\alpha = 0.01$—give the researchers and evaluators great confidence in the validity of the SEPS model.

SEPS has demonstrated its ability to replicate the software project dynamics observed in the software industry, and a specific project at GSFC, the next challenge for SEPS is to validate its applicability to the DSN.
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Table 1. Staff members' evaluations of sensitivity-analysis tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Overall evaluation of sensitivity test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reasonable = 1, Not reasonable = 0</td>
<td>Standard deviations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Researcher</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Stratified</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1. Software engineering and management processes feedback structure.

Fig. 2. Software project management model infrastructure.
Fig. 3. Software engineering process feedback structure.
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Fig. 4. Error-detection-rate submodel.

Fig. 5. Learning factor on potential productivity rate.

Fig. 6. Nominal errors generated per ksloc.

Fig. 7. Schedule pressure factor on error-generation rate.
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Fig. 8. Staff-mix effect on error-generation rate.

Fig. 9. Error-detection rate.

Fig. 10. The impact of staff experience level (percent) on project total effort and completion time normalized at 80-percent staff experience.

Fig. 11. The impact of project size (one thousand source lines of code) variations on project total effort and completion time normalized at 128 kslc.

Fig. 12. The impact of schedule compression/relaxation on project total effort (work weeks), normalized at (1 = 95 weeks).
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Fig. 13. The impact of quality-assurance effort on project total effort and completion time normalized at QA effort of 15 percent of total effort.

Fig. 14. The impact of initial staff size variations on project total effort and completion time normalized at an initial staff size of 8 people.

Fig. 15. The impact of staff size limit on project total effort and completion time normalized at a staff size limit of 18 people.

Fig. 16. The impact of initial estimated effort variation on project total effort and completion time normalized at initial estimated effort at 1,621 work weeks.

Fig. 17. The impact of error-rate variations on total effort and completion time normalized at 10 errors/ksloc.
Fig. 18. The impact of annual turnover rate on project total effort and completion time normalized at annual turnover rate of 20 percent.

Fig. 19. Historical project-case comparison.

Fig. 20. Staffing-curve comparison.
Fig. 21. Accumulated effort comparison of COBE and SEPS.

Fig. 22. Schedule comparison.